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Chip Dump
(Chip Warmer / Chip Scuttle)

Fry now and serve later! This unit enhances productivity by 
providing an area to conveniently hold fried product so the fryers 
can keep production running in the kitchen. 
 
The Culinaire® Chip Dump is designed to keep cooked product at 
a constant temperature with two 500 watt infra heat lamps above 
the product. The 100mm deep curved perforated crumb tray aids 
serving and helps to aerate the product. 
 
The Chip Dump fits nicely into any fryer line up. Utilising the 
same look and feel of a standard Anets fryer, the Chip Dump 
system is a static unit without frying capabilities. 
 

 
 

Models: 
Code: CH. CD 
Code explanation: 

CH = Culinaire Heated  

CD = Chip Dump 

  

e.g.: for specification and ordering. 

Culinaire CH.CD 

  

  

  

  

  

Features and Benefits: 

General Description: 

Can slot into any existing or new fryer line-up 
Used for keeping chips and other fried foods warm before serving 
2 x 500W IR bulbs utilised above the produce for heating 
The Infra red heat evenly disperses heat throughout the produce 
100mm deep curved and perforated tray aids in scooping of chips 
Holes in tray aid to aerate the chips (stop from getting soggy) 
ON/OFF toggle switch on side of heat assembly for simple operation 
Unit comes with door and shelf for added storage opportunities 
Supplied with 10 amp plug and lead 
Heat lamp assembly is removable to aid with cleaning
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Model Power Size 

CH.CD 240v  10A  1000w 400w x 787d x 1345h 

Specification: 

Construction: 

 304 grade 1.2mm stainless steel in No.4 satin finish exterior 
and interior 

Controls: 

 On / Off switch 

Product Details: 

Electrical: 

 2 x 500W Infra Red (IR) bulbs 
 240 Volts 

Technical Data: 

Front Elevation End Elevation

Plan View 


